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11Abstract In order to understand how technical artifacts are attuned to, interacted with, and
12shaped in various and varied classrooms, it is necessary to construct detailed accounts of the
13use of particular artifacts in particular classrooms. This paper presents a descriptive account of
14how a shared workspace was brought into use by a student pair in a face-to-face planning task.
15A micro-developmental perspective was adopted to describe how the pair established a
16purposeful connection with this unfamiliar artifact over a relatively short time frame. This
17appropriation was examined against the background of their regular planning practice. We
18describe how situational resources present in the classroom—norms, practices and artifacts—
19frame possible action, and how these possibilities are enacted by the pair. Analysis shows that
20the association of norms and practices with the technical artifact lead to a contradiction that
21surfaced as resistance experienced from the artifact. This resistance played an important part in
22the appropriation process of the pair. It signaled tension in the activity, triggered reflection on
23the interaction with the artifact, and had a coordinative function. The absence of resistance was
24equally important. It allowed the pair to transpose or depart from regular procedure without
25reflection.
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28Introduction

29Recently, there has been increased consideration in CSCL for the propositional nature of
30technical artifacts (ijCSCL Volume 7, Issue 2) in that technical artifacts make opportunities
31available for collaboration and learning that suggest a certain use, but do not causally determine
32learning activities or outcomes. It is argued that technology is a composite of the technical
33artifact and the practical actions of its users. Underpinning the argument is the assumption that a
34technical artifact itself is underdetermined, and that its use and effect as a technology take shape
35when brought into use in particular activity contexts (either by an individual user or in
36collaboration). It is maintained that a technical artifact carries a potential for action that becomes
37available when learner(s) and artifact connect, and that the availability and realization of this
38potential is relative to the one(s) who interact(s) with the artifact and to the socio-cultural
39context in which this takes place (Overdijk et al. 2012). This is not simply saying that learners
40do different things with artifacts, or that they may do things differently. Underlying is a more
41fundamental concern: There is agency present in both the learners and the technical artifacts
42they are presented with (Pickering 1993). The artifact-in-use, consequently, is contingent on the
43interaction of these agents and it is—to greater or lesser extend—shaped by both of them.
44The task that lies ahead is to further detail how technical artifacts are brought into use, or
45rather, how they are attuned to, interacted with, and shaped in various and varied educational
46practices. It is necessary, we argue, to give precise accounts of how the uses and effects of
47particular technical artifacts are constructed within the contexts of particular classrooms. This
48is important also because classrooms—such as the one in this study—are increasingly open
49and heterogeneous environments wherein learning is often no longer centrally arranged.
50Instead, the learners themselves are at the centre of their own learning process, and are
51expected to shape their own learning activities in a trajectory that fits with their personal
52abilities, knowledge, and needs. To adapt to these new kinds of pedagogies the current breed of
53technical artifacts shows increased flexibility.
54In this paper we adopt a micro-developmental perspective on the use and effect of artifacts
55(Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003; Engeström 1987). We maintain that use and effect are
56constructed within situated classroom practices, involving multiple resources that are drawn
57from and integrated interactionally (Stahl 2013; Danish and Enyedy 2006; Enyedy 2005). In
58order to understand how a technical artifact is brought into use, we examine how these
59multiple situational resources frame possible action, and how the learners enact these
60possibilities.

61Goal and relevance of this study

62The goal of this study is to provide a descriptive account of how a technical artifact is
63introduced and brought into use in an existing classroom practice. In specific terms, we
64address the appropriation of a digital shared workspace by a student pair who works jointly
65on the construction of a project plan. We examine how this shared workspace is brought into
66use against the background of their regular planning practice. Appropriation, as we understand
67it in this context, implies a tension between the artifact-as-used and the intentions invested in
68the artifact by its designers (Overdijk 2009; Carroll, et al. 2002; Dourish 2001; Orlikowski
692000; DeSanctis and Poole 1994; MacKay and Gillespie 1992; Norman 1988; Pinch and
70Bijker 1987). In this paper we present some insights on the way in which this tension comes to
71arise, how it develops within a small time frame in the context of joint activity, and how it is
72eventually resolved through a complex set of negotiations.
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73Theoretical perspectives

74From artifact to artifact-in-use

75Technology does not exist independent of its use, instead it takes shape when used in particular
76activity contexts. This idea is not new to CSCL (see LeBaron 2002), and it has been pursued in
77sociology (MacKenzie and Wacjman 1985; Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch 1987) and organiza-
78tional sciences (Orlikowski 2000, 1992) since the 1980’s. It rests on the assumption that
79technology is a composite entity that consists of technical artifact(s) and practical knowledge
80and action, as instantiated in activity. It assumes that technology is the result of an association
81of the two—human action and artifact—wherein both may exercise agency: Human agency,
82the intentions of the users of the artifact, and material agency, the intentions of the designers
83invested in the artifact. The challenge is to account for both, without unnecessarily prioritizing
84one over the other. One could rephrase this as follows: CSCL technology results from an
85interaction of the intentions that are invested in the artifact by instructional designers and the
86intentions of the learners that perform actions upon the artifact. In this way, utilization of a
87technical artifact can be seen as a process of social construction that is generated from a
88dialectic of resistance and accommodation between human agency and material agency
89(Pickering 1993).
90How do the learners and the artifact become purposefully connected? A useful starting
91point is the affordance (Gibson 1979; e.g. Kreijns and Kirschner 2001; Suthers 2006). This
92concept proposes that an artifact carries a potential for action that becomes available when
93learners connect with it. The particular opportunities that become available are commonly
94assumed to be relative to the needs and abilities of the learners. Learners enact the opportu-
95nities they perceive and thereby realize part of the action potential that is carried by the artifact.
96The affordance is appealing because it underscores personalized perspectives on CSCL and an
97active role of learners in working with technology. However, in the context of appropriation of
98new and unfamiliar technology its explanatory value is limited (Overdijk et al. 2012) because it
99does not capture development.

100Instrumental genesis

101A framework that is more elaborate with respect to appropriation, and compatible with the
102affordance, is brought forward with the theory of instrumental genesis (Lonchamp 2012;
103Ritella and Hakkarainen 2012; Rabardel 1995). Here, the artifact-in-use is a heterogeneous
104entity—referred to as instrument—that emerges from the interaction of the learners with those
105artifacts. The use and effect of the artifact results from the interaction and (gradual) association
106of the two. The process by which an artifact is brought into use as the development of a
107hierarchical activity system (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003; Rabardel). During this develop-
108ment the artifact and relevant (cognitive) utilization schemes become associated with each
109other and form a functional system (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006). An instrument consists of an
110association of an artifactual component-an artifact, a fraction of an artifact or a group of
111artifacts-and a scheme component (in the Piagetian sense of the term: Piaget 1964). Rabardel
112and Bourmaud suggest that when agents bring an artifact into use, they call upon sets of
113routines and procedures that have developed around previous use of the specific artifact at
114hand, or, when the artifact is unfamiliar to them, upon those that are associated with similar or
115otherwise related task-artifact configurations (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003; Rabardel 1995).
116For example, in the case of planning, some of the routines and procedures that have developed
117around paper-and-pencil plan construction may also apply to plan construction with another,
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118new type of representational artifact, depending on the similarities and differences between
119that particular artifact and the paper-and-pencil situation. According to Rabardel and
120Bourmaud, the new representational artifact is either (partly) operated from a pre-existing set
121of utilization schemes, or when these do not apply, from an adapted version of the existing set.
122This transposition of utilization schemes, when successful, allows for the generalization of
123‘ways of doing’ from one task-artifact configuration to another. If such transposition is not
124possible, utilization schemes are adapted or the artifact itself is adapted.
125Instrumental genesis is seen as a progressive movement along hierarchically organized,
126interrelated dimensions. On a personal dimension, the physical connection that each single
127learner entertains with the artifact, and the ability to act consciously on basis of personal needs,
128goals, and expectations. On a collective dimension, the coordination and fine-tuning of the
129interaction with the artifact between multiple learners in order to achieve a common goal. It
130suggests furthermore that the object of activity, or in Rabardel’s terms ‘the orientation of
131mediation’, may shift throughout the development from artifact to artifact-in-use.
132The theory predicts that when learners are confronted with a new artifact, they initially
133focus on the interaction with the artifact in order to perform basic acts. In activity terms, their
134action is oriented towards entertaining a physical connection with the artifact and towards
135manipulation of its interface, whereby the artifact itself is the object of activity, and knowing
136how to produce basic acts is the motive. Once a leaner has mastered sufficient basic acts, that
137is, knows how to manipulate the interface, his or her attention shifts towards the object for
138which the artifact is a means of performance. It shifts, in other words, from mastery to
139utilization. This is when basic acts are coupled to a purpose, aimed at the fulfillment of a
140task-related motive (what Rabardel and Bourmaud have termed the establishment of ‘an
141instrumental act’). In this process there are potential sources of conflict and tension. Different
142learners, when confronted with the same artifact, may perceive and enact different opportuni-
143ties. In order to collaborate they will have to arrive at a mutually agreed use. Coordination and
144mutual fine-tuning is then crucial to achieve a common goal. Another potential source of
145conflict and tension is the transposition of ways of doing from one task-artifact configuration
146to another. Existing routines and procedures can be in conflict with the ‘spirit’ of the artifact (a
147term coined by DeSanctis and Poole 1994)—the intentions that are invested in it by its
148designers—and may be counterproductive.

149Classroom practice and situational resources

150When an artifact is introduced in the context of existing activity, then this context is important
151to understand how the artifact is brought into use. The use of artifacts is situated in practices
152(Hall 1996; Enyedy 2005) and motivated by routines and procedures that are part of those
153practices (Cobb, Stephan, McClain, and Gravemeijer 2001). Classroom studies indicate that
154the use of an artifact is an interactional achievement whereby learners draw on, and integrate
155multiple situational mediators (Medina and Suthers 2012; Streeck et al. 2011; Danish and
156Enyedy 2006; Enyedy; Goodwin 2000; Roth 1996). These mediators, some of which are
157material and some immaterial, elaborate each other and are interpreted in relation to each other
158(Roth; Goodwin). They include resources for communication as well as classroom norms,
159procedures and available (technical) artifacts. The practical knowledge part of these resources
160could perhaps be traced back to Rabardel and Bourmaud’s cognitive scheme components, but
161these schemes are not available to us as researchers. Following the study by Cobb et al., three
162elements of classroom culture are likely to frame the learner’s situated actions (Greeno 1998;
163Suchman 1987): The social norms of the classroom, the social norms that are specific to the
164task at hand, and the practices that have formed around this task. Applied to our context of plan
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165construction, these three mediating factors can be described as follows: Social norms refer to
166taken-as-shared ways of interacting and participating within the classroom, such as the need to
167justify solutions or accepted modes of collaboration. Socio-planning norms refer to those
168norms that are specific to plan construction, such as what counts as a valid simulation of a
169planning decision. Finally, planning practices refer to specific ways in which procedures and
170artifacts are used to achieve planning goals (after Cobb et al.). Together, these norms and
171practices contribute to the frame from which the technical artifact is enacted.
172Through enactment the use and effect of the artifact take shape. The term enactment
173emphasizes that people respond to the environment they face, and at the same time through
174their performance produce part of the environment (see for example Weick 1995; Q1Bansler and
175Havn 2006; Orlikowski 2000). Enactment, as Weick (ibid.) has put it, has a reactive and a
176proactive dimension. Reactive in the sense that human action is framed within the constraining
177and enabling conditions of the environment, and proactive in the sense that through their
178actions humans produce new conditions for future action. Although it is not our aim to band
179with Weick’s theory, we use the term ‘enactment’ with a similar intention: Learners’ practical
180actions are framed within the constraining and enabling conditions set by situational resources,
181while with their performance learners produce new conditions and resources that shape future
182actions (Overdijk and Van Diggelen 2008).

183Plan

184A digital shared workspace is introduced to support joint plan construction. We address the
185appropriation of this artifact as a relatively short-term situational process—a micro-
186development (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003; Engeström 1987). We assume that the learners’
187practical actions are framed within the constraining and enabling conditions that are set by the
188artifact as well as by the norms and practices of the classroom. We take it that the learners draw
189from these situational resources through enactment. Since the artifact is introduced into a pre-
190existing planning practice, it is possible and likely that existing norms and practical procedures
191become associated with the artifact and influence they way it is brought into use. It is also
192possible that transposition of norms and practices lead to tension and that those new practical
193procedures have to be invented.
194We approach appropriation as micro-development by pursuing these questions: What is the
195nature of the norms and practices of regular planning; to what extent and how do these norms
196and practices become associated with the artifact, and how does this develop over a relatively
197short time span?

198Methods

199A case study approach (Yin 2003) was chosen as the most appropriate research method, given
200the need for in-depth understanding and the explorative character of the study.

201Educational context

202The case study was carried out within a secondary vocational school. The school management
203had initiated a pilot program that induced a transition from a more traditional form of education
204to a form in which learners perform project work in pairs, relatively independent of the teacher.
205This new form contained far less structure than the traditional way of working. In the pilot
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206program the students had to plan, carry out and evaluate their project themselves. The school
207was exploring artifacts that could fit with the program, and in this context they introduced the
208shared workspace as a planning aid. At our point of entry the pilot program was running for
209approximately four months. Our study began one project (for two weeks) before the introduc-
210tion of the shared workspace in the classroom. We examined the two consecutive projects, one
211in which students were engaged in regular plan construction (the Flower project), and one in
212which the shared workspace was introduced to support the planning process (the Kitchen
213project).

214Participants and course

215The class that participated in our study consisted of 12 students (6 pairs) aged 14–15 years at
216the third year level. Over the duration of the school year they had to complete several projects.
217Each project lasted two weeks, and every two weeks a new project began. The projects
218addressed different themes, but always covered the domains communication, technology and
219civics. With each project the pairs were presented with a syllabus that contained a series of
220assignments organized by domain (see appendix 1). At the start of each project the pairs were
221expected to construct a plan that described in detail the tasks that had to be carried out for each
222day of the project.

223The planning problem

224The planning problem requires that the students identify task requirements, sub-tasks, and
225external constraints that could influence their plan, and to translate this problem representation
226into an ordered set of planning decisions. The translation from problem representation to plan
227construction requires, among other things, projection of the consequences of particular
228planning decisions (Pea 1982). For example, students had to make estimates of the time that
229would be needed to complete a particular part of the plan, and had to take into account
230interdependencies between different parts. Plan construction also requires critical evaluation
231and possibly revision of these decisions (Pea). The planning problem is organized around
232some form of shared representation—either on paper or on screen. This representation should
233enable the students to discuss the problem and should capture their planning decisions in terms
234of tasks, sub-tasks, duration and the order of implementation.

235Methodological approach

236We chose to zoom in on the appropriation process of one pair. We used a qualitative
237descriptive method to construct a case study, in which we combined several sources of data.
238A case was defined as the activities and products of the pair during the planning phase of the
239two consecutive projects. The first part of a case pertains to the regular mode of plan
240construction (first project) and the second part pertains to plan construction with the shared
241workspace (second project).

242Data

243In the first part of our study we collected data about the norms and practices of regular
244planning via interview, observation and a completed project plan. Prior to our entry in the
245classroom we interviewed the teacher. At entry we observed the planning session and made
246field notes of our observations. We also collected the project syllabus that contained the
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247description and assignments of the project. In the second part of our study we were present in
248the classroom when the shared workspace was introduced and brought into use. Again we
249observed the planning session and made field notes of it. We collected the syllabus and the
250final plan. In addition, we made audio recordings of the pair, and we saved a replay of their
251actions in the workspace. Finally, we interviewed the pair about their experience (this
252interview was also an important source of information about the norms and practices of
253regular planning).

254Analytic approach

255The two parts of the case were subjected to a descriptive analysis. The analysis of the first part
256serves to contextualize the second part. The first part focuses on identification of norms and
257practices (Cobb et al. 2001) that were established in the classroom with respect to planning.
258We identified planning practices through observation, via the interviews with the student pair
259and the teacher, and through the constructed project plan. The teacher interview and the
260constructed plan were our sources of information about social planning norms.
261The second part of the case focuses on how the workspace was brought into use. Analysis
262here has a dual focus. First, it examines representational actions, defined here as the observable
263acts in the workspace that learners engage in as they are creating their project plan (e.g. placing
264a line or adding a feature). Complementary to this it examines those aspects of the learners’
265talk that were oriented towards a purposeful and coordinated use of the workspace. In practice,
266this talk and representational actions overlap and mutually elaborate one another.
267We analyzed the data in three steps. In the first step we transcribed the audio recordings of the
268pairs into a protocol that included all utterances, the time of the utterance, and the speaker. With aid
269of the replay we then added the actions that took place in the workspace onto the timeline. The
270replay gives a time-stamped, frame-by-frame representation of the actions that took place in the
271workspace (notably, our transcription did not take overlap of talk and action into account). We used
272the first step to organize the data and to take a first pass at understanding what was going on. In step
273two we selected relevant episodes for further analysis. An episode corresponds to a duration of
274coherent activity demarcated by the students’ own behavior (Roschelle 1992). We selected all
275episodes that contained talk and/or actions oriented towards construction of the project plan. In the
276third step we constructed a qualitative description of the selected episodes.

277Analyses

278In the first part of this section we examine the norms and practices of regular planning with the
279Flower project. In part two we examine how the shared workspace is brought into use in the
280Kitchen project. The names of the pair are Lucas and Oscar (these names are pseudonyms).

281Part 1: Making a plan for the flower project

282We entered the classroom on the first day of the Flower project, were we observed how Lucas
283and Oscar constructed a project plan. Both sat at a table and read the syllabus. They briefly
284reflected on the content of the syllabus and started drawing up a plan. One of them drew the
285planning decisions on paper and the other read from the syllabus as a reference (see Fig. 1 for
286an impression of this setting). It took them about 30 min to sketch out this initial plan. After
287this they moved to a computer where the plan was brought into a spreadsheet program. Lucas
288and Oscar sat jointly behind the computer with one of them typing the initial decisions into the
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289program, and the other reading from the initial plan and the syllabus. This took them another
29025 min to complete.
291Below is an excerpt of the interview we held with Lucas and Oscar at the end of the second
292project (when they had already worked with the shared workspace). In this excerpt they talk
293about the procedure of regular planning and their use of artifacts.

294Researcher How did you like working with this tool?

295Oscar I think it works fine. It’s useful. Instead of writing everything down, or having to make
296your own squares in Excel.

297Researcher How do you normally do it, making a plan.. you mentioned Excel?

298Lucas On paper.

299Researcher On paper?

300Lucas Yes.

301Researcher So, first on paper, and then in Excel. You also do that with the two of you?

302Lucas Nah. Actually only one at a time can sit behind a computer.. But sometimes we just sit
303behind it with the two of us.

304Researcher That’s like a rule that you have, that only one at a time can sit behind a computer?

305Lucas Yeah.

306Researcher But you have to carry out the project with the two of you.

307Oscar So we first make a planning on paper..

308This gives us a general idea about the procedure and the use of artifacts. The teacher
309confirmed this idea. The students are accustomed to pass through two stages-as the teacher had

Fig. 1 Pair, similar to Lucas and Oscar, working on their plan for the flower project
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310instructed them at the start of the pilot program: First, the pair studies the assignments in the
311syllabus and sketches out an initial plan with pen and paper; second, the decisions are brought
312into a computer program—usually in a spreadsheet, and sometimes in a word processor. In
313addition, there is a rule where only one student at a time can sit behind a computer, meaning
314that the students have to decide beforehand who will manipulate the mouse and keyboard.
315We can make some inferences about the planning practice: (P1) the pair passes through two
316stages, where a paper-and-pen representation of the plan from the first stage serves as input for
317an on-screen representation in the second stage; (P2) in both stages, the pair works on the basis
318of a task division, whereby one of them manipulates the representational artifact and both of
319them comment on this manipulation.
320Ideally, according to the teacher, the final plan should separate and capture distinct
321requirements, and it should describe these requirements in terms of tasks, sub-tasks and
322duration, and in order of implementation-distributed over the two weeks of the project.
323Inspection of Lucas and Oscar’s plan tells us that it does not meet these specifications. During
324the paper-and-pencil stage, instead of indentifying task requirements, sub-tasks, and external
325constraints, Lucas and Oscar basically added the assignments as they were presented in the
326syllabus in undifferentiated form into a tabular representation (i.e., in rows and columns). The
327first column describes the assignments, following the exact order and domain-wise grouping of
328the syllabus. The second column contains an estimation of the time that would be needed to
329complete the particular assignment. The third column indicates when a particular assignment is
330completed. The plan does not contain interdependencies between the different parts. Imple-
331mentation order of the assignments is implicit, and it does not evidence any simulation of
332consequences of planning decisions. The final on-screen representation made during the
333second stage is an (almost) exact copy of the initial paper plan (see appendix 2 for the final
334plan, made in a spreadsheet). The teacher confirmed that this type of representational form is
335common in the classroom. In his words they “simply looked ‘what does it say here’ (in the
336project syllabus) and ‘how can we get that into the program’.” The teacher tells us that this
337observation fits with a general lack of critical thinking in the classroom. On inspecting the final
338plan the teacher remarked that he could tell that the students do not know when they will be
339able to do what. “They talk about the business letter (third assignment under communication,
340appendix 2) while they can only do that at the end of the project. Because they will only have
341the necessary information at the end of the project.”
342This gives us some additional information about procedures and the use of artifacts. We can
343infer about the planning practice that: (P3) in both stages of the planning process the pair
344constructs a plan with a similar representational form, that (P4) consists of a tabular represen-
345tation whereby assignments are implemented following their description and organization in
346the syllabus; this representation does not contain interdependencies between tasks and imple-
347mentation order is implicit.
348It also tells us something about the socio-planning norms: (P5) the pair does not engage in a
349real problem representation. Instead of simulating, evaluating and revising planning decisions,
350they stick with the specification and following order of the assignments as they are presented
351in the syllabus. To them, this is an acceptable solution to the planning problem.

352Part 2: Bringing the shared workspace into use

353On the first day of the new project Lucas and Oscar were introduced to the shared workspace:
354A networked tool designed to support joint representational activity in face-to-face settings
355(Fig. 2). The shared workspace enables representational acts via a notation scheme that
356supports specific contributions. A student can select a card from the notation scheme and
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357add it to the drawing space. That student can then add a text label to the title space of that card.
358By double-clicking on the card a comment window appears, where the student can further
359elaborate his contribution. Students can act simultaneously in the drawing space. Both students
360can read and move the cards through the drawing space. Once a card is placed in the space it
361can be associated to other cards by linking or grouping. For the Kitchen project the notation
362scheme contained three card types, ‘task’, ‘outcome’ and ‘time’, and the possibility to link
363cards. The drawing space contained a predefined structure: A division into ten columns,
364whereby each column was labeled with a date, representing one day of the project. These
365features were meant to provide representational guidance (Suthers and Hundhausen 2003), by
366promoting a specification of (sub) tasks, duration of the tasks, and dependencies between tasks
367(via the notation scheme), and a specification of implementation order (via the predefined
368structure in the drawing space). We refer to these features as soft constraints, they suggest or
369invite a certain use.
370The teacher briefly explained the general principle of the workspace to Lucas and Oscar. He
371explained that they could use the workspace to construct their project plan, that they could both
372manipulate the representation of the plan from their personal laptop, and that their contribu-
373tions would be visible on both their screens. Lucas and Oscar sat directly opposite to each
374other so they could construct a representation in the drawing board and communicate verbally
375at the same time. Prior to the session they read the assignments in the project syllabus (see
376appendix 1). They did not have any hands-on experience with the shared workspace. At the
377start of the activity both explored basic acts. They figured out how to submit a card, how to
378label it, and how to move cards through the drawing space. Then they explored the more
379advanced basic acts; that is submitting text to the comment window of the card and applying a
380link between two cards. Our detailed report starts where Lucas and Oscar had mastered the
381basic acts.
382In the analysis below we trace out how the planning norms and practices that were
383identified in the first part of the case (P1–P5) informed appropriation of the artifact. The
384analysis shows how some norms and practices are adapted or departed from, and how new
385procedures (NP) are introduced. The analysis is presented in two steps. In the first step we

Fig. 2 Shared workspace with notation scheme and first three of the predefined columns
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386present for each episode the actions and utterances from the protocol as sequences oriented
387towards the construction of a project plan (the full protocol can be found in appendix 3). In the
388second step we describe appropriation as a series of enactments whereby norms and practices
389and the artifact become gradually associated.

390‘Oh, you do it like that..’ (Episode 1)

391The first episode starts where Oscar had placed a ‘task’ card in the drawing space and labeled it
392‘communication’ [97–98]. He placed his card in the first column, on the first day of the project.
393There under he placed a card that indicated the first assignment in the communication domain-
394to develop a project plan-and labeled it ‘project plan in workspace’ [99–100] (Fig. 3).
395By placing a card with the label ‘communication’ at the top of the first column, and by
396adding a planning decision under it, Oscar initiates the construction of the representation.
397Lucas observes Oscar’s actions on screen and asks [101: Put everything underneath commu-
398nication?]. Oscar confirms Lucas’s inference to list everything under the’communication’ card,
399and proposes a task division following his example to list the assignments under the domain
400they are a part of [102: Yes, under communication, if I do that one, then you can do the next].
401Lucas accepts this proposal [106: ‘Oh, you do it like that..OK’].
402Oscar’s enactment of the technical artifact appears to be informed by a procedure from
403regular practice: To organize the assignments according to the domain that they are part of, and
404to list them following their description and organization in the syllabus (P4). Oscar used a
405‘task’ card from the notation scheme to represent the domain, and a ‘task’ card to list an
406assignment under this domain. He furthermore hinted towards a task division whereby both
407contribute to the drawing space simultaneously. This proposal, to enact the opportunity of
408simultaneous access by working on a different part of the plan at the same time, suggest a new
409procedure (NP1), and is a deviation from regular practice (P2). These enactments are referred
410to only indirectly, and they remain implicit in the dialogue.

411(Episode 2)

412In the episode that follows the pair keeps with the suggested task division. Both work
413simultaneously on a part of the representation (NP1). Oscar continues his list of communica-
414tion assignments in the first column, Lucas starts to list in the second column (Fig. 4). They use
415only the ‘task’ card from the notation scheme. Oscar inscribes some specifications with the
416assignments (subtasks) in the comment window of his cards. These specifications are not
417directly visible (the card had to be double-clicked to see the contents of the comment window).
418There is no discussion about planning decisions. The students keep with the order of the
419assignments as presented in the syllabus (P5). The semantics of the ‘soft’ constraints that are
420produced by the drawing space (i.e., the predefined time-categories) and the notation (i.e., the

Day 1 / 29 January

Project plan in workspace

Communication

Day 2 / 30 January Day 3 / 31 January

Fig. 3 The workspace at episode one
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421three card-types, ‘task’, ‘time’ and ‘outcome’) do not come into play. The predefined columns
422structure the representation, but implementation order is implicit.

423‘What’s that a part of?’ (Episode 3)

424The following episode is initiated with a question by Lucas [141: What’s kitchen design a part of?].
425Oscar’s answer [142: That’s part of technology] triggers Lucas to respond [143–144: Then we
426should perhaps leave communication out. But do only the things that we need to do on that day].
427Lucas’s question appears to address an issue of problem representation, but is in fact a
428rhetorical question, concerned with the representational form of the plan. Oscar had placed the
429‘design kitchen’ assignment under the heading ‘communication’, while it is in fact part of the
430technology domain (Fig. 4). Lucas noticed this as a deviation from the procedure they had both
431agreed to follow in the first episode (P4). He appears dissatisfied with this inconsistency. He
432draws attention to the contradiction, and suggests a solution to overcome it. The new
433procedure, suggested by Lucas’ proposal to ‘leave communication out’ would be to indicate
434the assignments on a specific day, without reference to the knowledge domain that they are a
435part of (NP2).

436‘But, we are now, eh…per part…’ (Episode 4)

437Oscar does not respond to Lucas’ proposal. Two minutes later he says [156: Where do we put
438technology?]. Lucas himself had already deleted the ‘communication’ card he had placed in the
439second column (Fig. 4). Oscar attempts another solution. He adds a card labeled ‘Technics’ and
440places it above the kitchen design assignment [158]. Then he deletes the ‘Technics’ card and
441types ‘technical drawing’ in the card with the ‘design kitchen’ assignment, indicating the
442domain in the card instead of above it. A few seconds later he seems confused [165: But, we
443are now, eh.. per part..]. Hemoves the ‘design kitchen’ card to the third and empty column in the
444drawing space. Lucas moves the ‘design kitchen’ card back to the first column, and adds a card
445labeled ‘technology’ above it (Fig. 5). He concludes [170: So we’ll also get communication].
446By placing a technology assignment in the first column Oscar created competing con-
447straints on the representation: the first column now signified ‘dedicated to communication
448assignments’ and ‘tasks planned on Monday’. Oscar tried to resolve the inconsistency.
449Combining two domain labels in one column did not satisfy him. He decides to move the
450technology assignment away from the first column in order to regain consistency. Hereby he
451prioritizes the existing representational convention over a deliberate planning decision. He
452ignores Lucas’s proposal. Lucas, who had noted the inconsistency already in the previous

Day 1 / 29 January

Design kitchen

Project plan in workspace

Communication

Day 2 / 30 January Day 3 / 31 January

Communication

Mail for brochure

Tender

Fig. 4 The workspace at episode 3
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453episode, responds by implementing a solution that combines the two principles: Planning
454assignments per day and adding the corresponding domain with each (set of) assignment(s)
455(similar to Oscar had done earlier and had then rejected). Lucas integrates the existing
456procedure with the new one (P4 + NP2).

457‘We’ll just do planning for a day’ (Episode 5)

458In episode 5 Oscar restates his intention with technology assignment [242]. Lucas, in response,
459asks him what domain that assignment belongs to [243-244]. He proposes again to abandon
460the domain labels all together [246]. Oscar responds with [247: No, we’ll just do planning for a
461day, not for a course, we’ll just…shall we do that?]. This seems compatible with what Lucas
462had just proposed, so Lucas repeats his proposal [248]. Instead of complying, Oscar formulates
463an alternative that combines the proposal to plan for a day with the established convention to
464indicate the domain [249–250: I think we’ll just have to plan what we do on that day. And then
465we put above there what it is, eyh?]. Lucas agrees.
466In this episode Lucas and Oscar reiterate their negotiation from the previous episodes.
467Lucas attempts to depart from the existing procedure (P4), by suggesting to omit the domain
468labels. Oscar considers the fact that his planning decision requires a departure from proce-
469dure—where he seemed reluctant to do so before—and proposes the same solution Lucas
470proposed earlier (NP2). In his next utterance he elaborates NP2 by integrating it with P4,
471precisely as Lucas had implemented in the previous episode (P4 + NP2). After this, Lucas and
472Oscar do not address procedure. In the remainder of the activity they are focused on problem
473representation and plan construction, the actual content of the plan. Figure 6 shows a fragment
474of the final project plan.

475Micro-development of activity

476The students explore several distinct, hierarchically interrelated dimensions in the activity: The
477production of basic acts (prior to the first episode), the construction of a representational form,
478making planning decisions, and coordination of both the use of the artifact and the joint task.
479Their orientation shifts several times within a relatively short time frame. These shifts imply an
480upward or downward movement in the hierarchy of micro-development.
481In the first episode Oscar’s orientation shifts several times. First he is oriented towards
482construction of a representational form; then his orientation shifts to making a planning
483decision, and then it shifts to coordinating the use of the artifact with Lucas. In the second
484episode both students are oriented on making planning decisions. When in the third episode

Day 1 / 29 January

Design kitchen
(technical drawing)

Project plan in workspace

Communication

Day 2 / 30 January Day 3 / 31 January

Mail for brochure

Tender
Technology Tender

Total time – 150 minutes

Fig. 5 The workspace at episode 4
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485Lucas notes a contradiction, his orientation shifts from making planning decisions to con-
486struction of the representational form. In hierarchical terms, his orientation shifts downwards.
487In the episode there after Oscar’s orientation shows a similar downward shift. The downward
488shifts appear to occur where the students experienced resistance from the artifact. When the
489inconsistency is resolved (or appears to be resolved), orientation shifts upwards, and both are
490again focused on making planning decisions. The upward shift occurs, in other words, where
491resistance was accommodated.
492Resistance triggered reflection and led to adaptation of an existing procedure. Other
493procedures departed from without resistance or reflection. Out of the five norms and practices
494that we identified as central to regular planning, three were departed from: The division in two
495stages, whereby the paper-pen stage serves as input for the on-screen stage (P1), and
496consequently the similar form of the plan in these stages (P3). Also the task division was
497departed from, whereby one student manipulates the artifact and both comment on this (P2).
498These procedures were departed from without reflection. In the case of P1 (and P3), this is
499perhaps not so surprising, since the students found themselves already working on-screen.
500Departure of P2 was a different case. Enactment of the opportunity of simultaneous manip-
501ulation resulted in a new procedure (NP1), whereby the two students worked on a different part
502of the representation at the same time. They could have enacted the opportunity to take turns,
503whereby one would manipulate the representation at a time—perhaps more similar to existing
504procedure. We return to this point in the discussion below. We have seen how P4 was adapted
505and integrated with a second new procedure, resulting in (P4 + NP2). The one element of
506regular planning that did not change was the norm (P5) to stick with the specification and order
507of assignments in the syllabus, and to not engage in a real problem representation.

508Discussion

509In this study we analyzed how a technical artifact was brought into use within an existing
510classroom practice. We addressed the appropriation of a digital shared workspace by a student
511pair who worked jointly on the construction of a project plan. The process of appropriation was
512described against a background of their regular planning practice. By zooming in on one pair
513we provided a detailed description of the way in which enactment of the artifact was
514contingent on interplay of situational resources. At the same time this points to a limitation
515of our study: single case analysis offers a small basis for generalization.

Day 1 / 29 January

Design kitchen (technical
drawing)

Project plan in workspace

Communication

Day 2 / 30 January Day 3 / 31 January

Mail for brochure

Tender
Technology

Tender
Total time – 150 minutes

Civics

Continue technical
drawing

Communication Communication

Make brochure

Prepare visit

Total time – 150 minutes

Fig. 6 Fragment of the final plan
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516The conceptual framework we adopted combines elements of affordance theory (Gibson
5171979), instrumental genesis/activity theory (Rabardel 1995), and representational practice
518(Hall 1996; Enyedy 2005). We took the general premise of affordance as a point of departure:
519The artifact makes action opportunities available that are relative to the needs and abilities of
520the ones who work with it. But the notion of affordance alone does not explain appropriation
521(Overdijk et al. 2012). We adopted a micro-developmental perspective—based on instrumental
522genesis—to illustrate how classroom norms and practices inform the enactment of opportuni-
523ties, and how appropriation develops—at least during the early stages that we studied. Our
524study shows that enactments may change during appropriation, that it is contingent on norms
525and practical procedures, and negotiated socially. We refer to our approach as micro-
526developmental because we examined appropriation over a relatively short period of time.
527We followed Rabardel and Bourmaud (2003) in conceptualizing the process by which an
528artifact is brought into use as the development of a hierarchical activity system. In this view,
529the artifact becomes gradually associated with cognitive schemes for utilization to form a
530functional system. In our framework we focused on the association of the artifact with
531situational resources (norms and practical procedures), rather than taking up the notion of
532utilization scheme. We focused on norms and practical procedures because the nature and
533content of cognitive schemes are not available to us as researchers. We combined, in other
534words, the framework of instrumental genesis with a situated approach to representational
535practice (Enyedy 2005; Roth 1996; Hall 1996).

536Resistance and accommodation

537Planning norms and practices (Cobb et al. 2001) were important situational resources in
538regular planning. Norms and practices more or less set the ‘attitude’ with which the students
539approached the planning task. Planning practices specified practical procedures to collaborate,
540utilize artifacts, and construct a representational form. Planning norms set the standard for what
541made an acceptable solution to the planning problem, and for what made an acceptable level of
542collaboration. With its introduction, the technical artifact became an important resource as
543well. Some of the norms and practices from regular planning became associated with the
544artifact; others were departed from. This association was not straightforward.
545Important enactments took place at an early stage, and seemingly without reflection. When one
546of the students produced (part of) the regular representational format in the drawing space, both
547accepted this as a way to go forward. This concurs with Bowers, Cobb, and McClain (1999), who
548found that where learners work together relatively autonomous, routines and conventions tend to
549remain implicit, and recognizable practices are taken as self-evident. Still, (almost as an unnoticed
550by-effect) the pair departs from the task division whereby one of them manipulates the representa-
551tional artifact and both of them comment on this manipulation—a procedure of regular practice. The
552enactment of the opportunity of simultaneous access results in a new procedure that is not a
553recognizable practice at all: the two students were working on a different part of the shared
554representation at the same time. It seems as if this enactment took place unreflectively—like an
555affordance, and apparently it did not cause substantial resistance. It has to be noted that the
556collaboration of the pair in our study was perhaps not as tight as it could have been. Here we have
557to take into account the specific setting of our study. The two students manipulated the shared
558representation from their own laptop, while being seated directly opposite each other. Most of the
559time their attention is focused on-screen. This is quite a challenging setting that requires a high
560degree of coordination. Given the fact that the pair is not accustomed to engage in a real problem
561representation, and that ‘loose’ collaboration is an acceptable standard to them, their task division
562may have simply seemed evidently efficient to both of them.
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563Throughout the larger part of the appropriation process, a tension was present that had to be
564resolved. Our analysis shows how the association of a practical procedure from regular
565practice with the artifact led to an inconsistency in the activity. It leads to incompatible
566constraints on the representation: a contradiction of ‘soft’ constraints produced by the artifact
567and constraints produced by the representational convention. This contradiction surfaced as
568resistance, and triggered downward shifts in the hierarchy of micro-development, until the
569contradiction was resolved. The downward shift focused attention away from performing the
570task and towards enactment of the artifact. Miettinen (2001) points out that when people
571engage in practical action with artifacts, tension in the activity is experienced as resistance
572from these artefacts. In this sense resistance fits with the notion of disturbance that results from
573internal contradictions within systems of activity (Engeström 1999). This resistance is what
574triggers development of activity. Also in the model of situated action put forward by Suchman
575(1987), resistance or disturbance in artifact-mediated activity causes users to analyze their
576interaction with the artifact and to formulate rules or procedures. Following these similarities
577between the role of resistance in Leont’ev’s model and Suchman’s model, we can characterize
578the downward shift in the hierarchy of micro-development as a breakdown: a disruption in the
579functioning of things that forces one to adopt a more reflective stance toward the activity
580(Koschmann, Kuutti, and Hickman 1998). Accommodation of the resistance lead to an upward
581shift—a progressive step in the micro-development of the planning activity.
582The pair accommodated resistance by integrating the existing procedure with a new
583procedure. They achieved this through a complex set of negotiations that combined direct
584manipulation of the artifact and verbal referencing to the procedure. It is not uncommon that the
585introduction of a representational convention leads to tension between opportunities and
586constraints (Enyedy 2003; 2005). The negotiation that followed is also congruent with other
587studies. Danish and Enyedy, similar to our study, found that the importance given to a constraint
588in representational practice, and its prioritization, is negotiated within ongoing activity (2006).

589Conclusion

590The introduction of the technical artifact in the classroom posed a challenge to the pair. They were
591challenged to bring it into use while they could not fully rely on their regular planning procedures.
592They did not discuss a strategy for utilization beforehand, nor did they project the consequences of
593choices that were made—mostly early and implicitly—during the process of appropriation. Enact-
594ment of opportunities and construction of the project plan occurred simultaneously and incremen-
595tally. Where the students did not experience resistance from the artifact, they did not reflect on their
596enactment or on the procedures that informed it. Reflectionwas triggeredwhere resistance did occur.
597In our case study resistance signaled tension in the activity, triggered reflection on the interaction
598with the artifact, and—because of the specific setting—had a coordinative function: It focused the
599students’ attention on the same problem. The absence of resistancewas equally important. It allowed
600the pair to transpose or depart from regular procedure without reflection.
601Learners, like the pair in our study, are expected to shape their own learning activities in
602ways that fit with their personal abilities, knowledge, and needs. They have to plan their own
603project, decide how to move from A to B, when to do what, and where to do it. To cater these
604pedagogies designers are challenged to develop instructional strategies that prevent learners
605from being unnecessarily restricted. The current breed of technical artifacts, and the scenarios
606that accompany them, show increased flexibility. Still, there is an inherent tension: too much
607rigidity may downplay creative agency, but too much flexibility may not result in a productive
608learning trajectory. Our study suggests that ‘soft’ constraints are an important resource in this
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609problem. When carefully tailored, they may help learners to uncover a space of alternative
610action in taken-for-granted activity.

611Appendix 1: ‘The kitchen project’ syllabus (fragment)

612The project syllabus contains three chapters, each corresponding with a specific domain.
613Chapter 1 contains communication assignments. These are about language (i.e. native Dutch,
614German and French) and the practical use of language. Chapter 2 contains technology
615assignments. Math, physics and chemistry are relevant knowledge domains here. Chapter 3
616contains civics assignments: about government, society and rules and regulations. Below, one
617finds the technology and communication assignments (translated from Dutch) as they are
618presented in the project syllabus. The assignments are accompanied with several examples
619(e.g. of technical drawings and invoices) and other background information that is necessary to
620complete them. This information is not presented here.
621

622
625Technology assignments

627Situation
628The Ten Donker family has been using their kitchen for three years now. They would like to have a new one.
629New equipment: microwave, dishwasher, hood and sink with tap.
630Other (existing) equipment is taken up in the new design.
631How to go from A to B?

633Attention points (math, physics, chemistry)
634Making and reading of a technical drawing
635Recognizing and applying technical symbols
636Calculation of costs (tender/VAT en discount percentage)
637Working with formulae (U = I*R and P + U*I) and derivatives
638Functioning of meter cabinet
639Analogy water pressure and water usage
640Electric power and cost calculation
641Further deepening: replacement resistance/resistance metal wire

643With this assignment you will have to translate the wishes of the client to technical solutions:

645“Sunday breakfast comes with fresh orange juice”
646The Ten Donker family has an electric orange-presser. Where have you planned the socket?
647“Why should a refrigerator use more energy than necessary, it’s expensive and bad for the environment”
648What should the family pay attention to, according to you?
649“We like clean walls with no cables and our cooker in the middle”
650Where do you place the gas- water- and light conductors?

652Communication assignments

654Description
655The Ten Donker family wants to have a new kitchen installed in their home. They have taken over an old kitchen
656with the acquisition of their house three years ago. They plan to outsource the work to a licensed firm. They
657have been told by friends that German (French) firms are particularly good in kitchen installations.

659Write an email to a German (French) kitchen firm in which you kindly request a brochure
660Write an email on behalf of Kuchenland, Nordhorn (Pays des cuisines, Lille) in which you make an appointment
661with the Ten Donker family to do measurements
662Kuchenland (Pays des cuisines) also invites them to visit their showroom in Nordhorn (Lille)
663Kuchenland (Pays des cuisines) sends the family a tender

665Relevant competencies
666For this assignment you will have to:
667Write a brief letter in German or French
668Make a proper invoice in Dutch
669Write a reflection on the collaboration and functioning of the partners (in Dutch)
670
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671Appendix 2: Plan for the ‘flower project’ by Lucas and Oscar 672

673

674
677678Time 679Done (check)

681Communication

6831. Plan 68430 min 685

6872. look up export law and regulation 68830 min 689

6913. business letter in Dutch 69220 min 693

6954. 10 questions about civilians 69615 min 697

6995. Report of civilians 70030 min 701

7036. flying flowers: 704705

707Summarize activities 70840 min 709

711Make brochure 71250 min 713

7157. Do 5 questions with German text 71630 min 717

7198. Make reflection 72020 min 721

723Technology

7251. Intake with customer about wishes for truck 72630 min 727

7292.make autocad drawing 7303,5 h 731

7333. discuss drawing with client 73430 min 735

737Civics

739Paper:

7411. Think of topic and questions 74230 min 743

7452. Gather information 74650 min 747

7493. Write paper 7502 h 751
752

753Appendix 3: Excerpts from the protocol (L = Lucas, O = Oscar)

754E Q2pisode 1
755

756
759Line 760Time 761762Action

76497 76516.06 766O 767Adds ‘task’ card under Day 1

76998 77016.12 771O 772Labels ‘task’ card ‘Communication’

77499 77516.14 776O 777Adds ‘task’ card under Day 1

779100 78016.20 781O 782Labels ‘task’ card ‘Project plan in workspace’

784101 78516.24 786L 787Put everything underneath communication?

789102 79016.27 791O 792Yes, under communication, if I do this one, then you can do the next.

794103 79516.32 796L 797Project plan, what’s that a part of, communication, right?

799104 80016.38 801O 802We already have an project plan, right?

804105 80516.55 806O 807Adds links between cards (Fig. 3)

809106 81017.01 811L 812Oh, you do it like that..OK
813
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814Episode 2
815

816
819129 82025.01 821L 822Adds ‘task’ card under Day 2

824130 82525.03 826L 827Labels ‘task’ card ‘Communication’

829131 83025.05 831L 832Adds ‘task’ card under Day 2

834132 83525.09 836L 837Labels ‘task’ card ‘Mail for brochure’

839133 84025.13 841O 842Adds ‘task’ card under Day 1

844134 84525.17 846O 847Labels ‘task’ card ‘Design kitchen’

849135 85025.21 851L 852Adds ‘task’ card under Day 2

854136 85525.25 856L 857Labels ‘task’ card ‘Tender’

859137 86025.27 861L 862Adds links between cards (Fig. 4)

864138 86525.28 866O 867Edits comment window of ‘task’ card
868

869Episode 3
870

871
874141 87525.34 876L 877What’s kitchen design a part of?

879142 88025.36 881O 882That’s part of technology.

884143 88525.38 886L 887Then we should perhaps leave communication out.

889144 89025:41 891L 892But do only the things that we need to do on that day.
893

894Episode 4
895

896
899154 90028.24 901L 902Adds ‘time’ card

904155 90528.26 906L 907Labels ‘time’ card ‘Total time = 150 min’

909156 91028.27 911O 912Where do we put technology?

914157 91528.29 916L 917I’m not sure..

919158 92028.34 921O 922Adds ‘task’ card

924159 92528.37 926O 927Labels ‘task’ card ‘Technics’

929160 93028.40 931O 932Let’s do here, I’ve put ‘technics’ instead of technology.

934161 93528.41 936L 937Adds link between cards

939162 94028.43 941O 942Deletes ‘Technics’ card

944163 94528.45 946O 947Edits ‘Design kitchen’ card

949164 95028.48 951O 952Adds label ‘(technical drawing)’

954165 95528:52 956O 957But, we are now, eh.. per part..

959166 96028.54 961O 962Moves ‘Design kitchen’ card to third column

964167 96528.57 966L 967Moves ‘Design kitchen’ card back to first column

969168 97028.59 971L 972Adds ‘task’ card

974169 97529.61 976L 977Labels ‘task’ card ‘Technology’ (Fig. 5)

979170 98029.62 981T 982So we’ll also get communication
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983

984Episode 5
985

986
989242 99038.55 991O 992I would like to continue with technical drawing.

994243 99539.08 996L 997What’s that a part of?

999244 100039.14 1001L 1002Is that part of communication, or not?

1004245 100539.15 1006O 1007Yeah, well, it’s not necessarily communication, but I think it belongs there…

1009246 101039.20 1011L 1012Shouldn’t we just remove communication?

1014247 101539.25 1016O 1017No, we’ll just do planning for a day, not for a course, we’ll just…shall we do that?

1019248 102039.28 1021L 1022Shall we then remove communication and stuff?

1024249 102539.34 1026O 1027I think we’ll just have to plan what we do on that day.

1029250 103039:37 1031O 1032And then we put above there what it is, Eyh?

1034251 103539.38 1036L 1037Ok

1039252 104039.40 1041L 1042Like I’ve put ‘technology’ above it.

1044253 104539.43 1046O 1047Yeah, like that.
1048

1049
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